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The U.S. ecencmy--even with all of the publicly produced employment and

job training prog ans that have been organized in recent years - no longer

seems to have a place ior the young black male.

Consider these facts: a generation ago, more than two-thirds of black

youth aged 18 to 19 had a paid job during any given week. This year,

the figure wiil drop to nearly one-third. A generation ago, a majority of

Negro boys 16 or 17 years old had jobs. By 1975, the figure dipped below

`07 and it has stayed there. Meanwhile, over the same period, the proportion

of white boys and young men the same age who had jobs remained almost

unchanged. And although nearly every year the fraction of white girls and

young women who have been finding employment has been rising, the propor-

tion of black female teenagers employed at a paying job has been declining.

These trends in racial differ,Inces in employment among youth have been even

more dramatic in the last five years, as can be seen in Figures 1 to.4.

Certainly, our society and its economy have gone through much structural

evolution during the past 3 decades, and an explanation of why so many fewer

young blacks are gaining job experiences at an early age today is beyond the

scope of my ambitions here But the fact is that young blacks today are

simply not obtaining jobs. In this paper, I would like. to focus on just one

of the factors that might be responsible for the racial differences in the

job-finding abilities of White and black youth: the opportunities vailable

to them to learn about specific job vacancies and to be selected by a hi

employer.
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The ricrit

What are the ingredients of a successful transition between not having

b and having one? Briefly, there must be a personal value t becoming

employed (that is, other goals must not dominate in all circumstances); there

may be--but there need not be-- effort expended to become employed (the initia-

tive may be the employer's); there must be information about the physical

location and characteristics of a job opportunity; fourth, the applicant

finally, themust have th lyutes ire demand by the employe

employer must somehow obtain the assurance that the applicant has those

attributes.

The issue, then, is where do current cohorts of black. youth fall behind

the whites with whom they are in collective competition: is it mainly

terms of the valuation of employment; the effort expended to seek work;

information about job opportunities; attributes of employability; or being

able to assure employers that they have the necessary attribu-

-ould like to dispose quickly of value and effort and concentrate

ention on the latter three. Black youth presumably value employment at

least as much as whites; black family incomes are 1_ e more blacks marry

and have children and other dependents at an earlier age and consumption

desires are no less for blacks than for whites.

Effort i a rather amorphous quality, but it might be measured by

whether or not a person not employed but valuing employment actually took

actions to find work--such as looking through classified adve rents,

going to a place of business to ask about vacancies, or seeking the counsel

of friends or relatives. Using such a definition, recent data suggest

that black youth are as likely to attempt to find work as are white youth,

For example, in 1977, among male youth 16-21 not in school, and not in a



paying job, 52% of the blacks and 51% of the whites nude some etfo t to find

work during the previou

Table A-7).

We must look to the three remaining elements of our e a r -personal

attributes, ob information, and employer confidence or assurance--for the

real differences between black and white youth employability.

I
(U.S. D partment of Labor, 1975; computed from

Academic Abi Personal Attribui

researchers who have examined racial diff nces in occupational

ainment have placed a great deal of emphasis on variations in black and

white personal attributes. Mainly they have hypothesized that cultural

differences socialization patterns and differences he productivity

of their schooling experience are the factors responsible for racial dif-

ferences in schooling outcomes. In these studies, the outcome most often

specified has been educational accomplishment. Whether described in terms

of test score performance, grades, or years of school completed, education

has often been described as black youth 's greatest handicap in the qu

for socio-economic status.

Other research, including some fairly rigorous work by Jencks and his

colleagues (Jencks, et al., 1972), has found that although academic ability

and educational attainment are both among the strongest predictors of occu-

pational rewards that we can identify, nevertheless much more variation in

later-life attainment remains unexplained by such factors. Most individual

variation in such outcomes as earned income, and many group differences as

11, may h e nothing t do with the respective academic abilities or

credentials involved.

The median educational attainment and school performance statistics



women, for example, equals and by many measures exceed that

men; yet the occupational attainments of fill-time working women are

commonly and clearly understood to hav r., been restricted by structural

harriers ent irely unrelated er(ucational atta nments. And, it may be

of black and white youthpointed out, in recent years the school atta

have become more similar at the s me time the ratQs of employe ent of these

same individuals have become more divergent.

Although most jobs do require some ;:eading and numerical skills, and

ugh undenisbly there remain large differences in the mean achiewlments

in these areas of black and white high sch- graduates for most jobs such

attributes only constitute a part of the recw s for successful performance.

Employers look for other attributes as well: adaptability to new tasks and

procedures, reliability, and others perhaps particularly applicable under

certain situations- -personality traits useful in sales work, mechanical

skills or aptitudes important in skilled labor, physical strength valuable

for other blue-collar activities.

ALLS'thersofcancteAttribut"
In these areas, where our measurement capabilities are so much weaker,

an employer's evaluation of a potential respondent must be much more sub-

jective. With these, it is not so much a candidate's actual attributes

that count, but, more importantly, how e or she is perceived in these

regards by the hiring agent. Prejudice and stereotyping will inevitably

enter in whenever information that an employer would consider- reliable is

absent. A survey of major employers conducted in 15 large cities in the

late 1960s found that between 1/5 and 1/2 of all personnel officials

admitt:-.d to believing blacks to be less reliable, likely to produce increased
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employee theft, likely to produce more employee intransigence, and

fling to accept authority than w:iite workers L, et al., 1968; Table

7.11).

Apart from the amp oyer'sown subjective repressions, how do judgments

regarding the attributes of applicants get made? Two elements stand out:

the prior employment record of the app icantfor whom worked, what kind

b, how stable the employment history --and personal references regarding

the applicant's character. As a matter of fact, these two factors were the

identical ones named by the same major employers discussed above as the

factors they considered most important in selecting employees from among

applicants. Previous job experience and recommendations were named by mere

employers than those who named "performance on tests of ability" regardless

of the skill level of the job being applied for (Rossi, al.; Table 7.10).

Given the fact that employers tend to regard blacks, and probably black

male youth in particular, as less likely to possess the character attributes

valued in an employee, would seem to be even more crucial for black

applicants than for whites for them to be able to produce (1) a stable

prior employment record (most difficult when only 187 of black youth 16

and 17 years old have jobs); and (2) names of persons who could provide

recommendations who would be the kind of persons whose opinions would be

most respected and trusted by employers.

It is here that we begin to see the tremendously Lame role that racial

segregation of U.S. society must play in the allocation of employment oppor-

tunities. The recommendations that job seekers provide for employers come

primarily from three sources: friends and relatives of the applicant;

employers from prior jobs; and intermediate agencies such as employment
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agencies and student placement offices that function as filters and alloca

of Job opportunities.

All three of these sources reflect society's racial segregation. Blacks,

of course, have overwhelmingly black relltives because of widespread social

patterns of housing, education, and voluntary activities, friendships are

also largely within-race. In previous work, I have documented the extent

of racial segregation in employment, in terms of the places of business where

whites and blacks work (Becker, 1978), Also, I showed that the racial compo-

sition of higher-level workers, presumably those responsible for passing on

recommendations for lesser skilled workers, is closely associated with the

proportion of blacks at lower organizational levels.

And finally, there is even a fair amount of racial segregation among the

staffs of employment agencies and counseling services who serve as formal

intermediaries for employingsegregation that most certainly parallels the

racial composition of their job-seeking clientele. The personnel of many

large urban public bureaucracies and state employment agencies include a

high proportion of blacks. They serve as conduits for jobs that include

a high proportion of black incumbents -- laboring, service jobs, jobs with

city and state gencies, and so on.

private employment agencies, as 'pith private industry in general, I

expect has a "whiter" staff and refers to jobs with employers with "whiter"

work forces. It is no surprise that blacks more often than whites look

for jobs through state employment agencies while the reverse is true for

the racial composition of job-seekers who use private employment agencies.

To the extent that racial segregation exists within each of these sources

of evaluation, combined with the frequent racial stereotyping on the parts
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of the largely white controllers of orgL lizational hiring deeisions, the

black applicant is at a disadvantage in part because of the racial identity

of his sources of recommendation.

To summarize this view of employer assessment of candidate qualifications:

employers evaluate the non-quantifiable attributes important in the selection

process by relying on personal judgments and the sponsorship of others;

the employer will judge this evaluation to be more reliable the more confi-

dent the employer is that the source is using the same standards as himself;

he is apt to trust a white more than a black, all things being equal; and

white applicants are more likely to he able to provide a white evaluator

than are black applicants, given the segregated acquaintanceship patterns

and job-referral patterns that exist today.

Information From Si Recruitment practices

Much of this discussion of employer assessment has been speculative

at best. There has been almost no study of employer recruitment practices,

particularly in the assessments they make of candidates whose recommenda-

tions come from different sou es. What evidence concerning employer

recruitment practices we do have, hcrever, suggests that the channels of

referral that employers use to obtain the names of possible candidates for

vacancies also bias the recruitment of new employees towards white job-

seeke s.

Both of the published studies concerning employer recruitment practices

I was able to locate indicate that the method of recruiting new employees

most frequently used is obtaining referrals through current employees.

Major employers in the 15-city study mentioned above as well as 600 employers

in medium-sized cities studied for the United States Employment Service



recruited through current employees more frequently than any other method.

More importantly, referrals from current employees was regarded as the "most

effective" method, in one case by employer evaluation, in the other in terms

of the proportion of firms using the method who obtained employees success-

fully through the method (Rossi, et al., 1968; U.S. Department of Labor,

1976).

The 15-city study found that recruitment through employees was partic-

ularly useful for recruiting lower-skilled blue collar workers although such

methods were reported in use by nearly 3/4 of the firms recruiting white

collar employees as well. The Employment Service study found current

employees to be the major source of recruitment both by larger employers and

smaller ones, with smaller companies reporting a higher level of usage

this method.

By using current employees to suggest names, employers contribute to

the perpetuation of racial segregation across places of employment: white

employees will more likely recruit whites; black employees to recruit blacks.

Although we do not have data to support this, it might even be claimed that

employers who recruit blacks might be more likely to use current employee

recruitment methods than those who recruit whites. We would expect that

white employers, given the stereotypes discussed above, are more concerned

about obtaining information about the reliability of black applicants than

they are of whites and, given their own friendship networks and cultural

evaluations of other people's opinions, employers may be reluctant to trust

judgment a black person's reference unless this person is an individual

whom they already know, such as a current ployee.

In the last several pages we have been examining employee recruitment

from the employer's perspective. From this perspective the decision of whom



hire is largely controlled by the employer's assessment of the value of

rocoamendations regarding the att -Bates of people who have turned up as

applicants, in one way or another. To a limited extent, the employer also

controls the result by the methods lie or she uses to recruit candidates - -to

locate applicants. I have tried to suggest that in both respects--the

evaluation by employers of the evaluations of applicant attributes by the

sources of recommendation; and the pattern of referral and recruitment used

obtain applicants- - employers, particularly those with largely white work

forces, are unlikely to obtain black applicants and unlikely to hire those

ho do appear.

forna tion from th r s P- Lye: The ole of Personal Networks

We now need to examine

The It

n of employability from the job-seeker's

perspective, particularly with respect to the information sources he is in

contact with that would enable him to learn about possible job vacancies and

the characteristics that such jobs might have.

The process of job - search and job-finding is often quite complex. It

Ives elements that are nearly unmeasurable, such as the general and

standings a job-seeker may develop from friends about which companies are

more apt to hire young people walking in off the street and for which ones

you need inside connections. It involves complexities that are rarely

considered when job-finding information is recorded in labor market surveys,

such as whether influence had to be used even to become eligible for considera-

tion or whether it was merely a passing acquaintance who alerted a job - seeker

to a possible opening -- without whose chance comment, nevertheless, that

person might easily never have heard about the opening. Additionally, one's

ends may be able to provide assessments of the work environment that a
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job provides- -for example, whether other ks feo comfortable working

there. In other words, the ways that one "s personal channels of informa-

tion and acquaintanceship enter in to the allocation of jobs to job -sect

is multitudinous.

Unfortunately, in describing what we now know about the job-search methods

of black and white youth and their effectiveness we are limited to the ways

that current research descri_s the phenomenon. Typically, respondents

choose from among several eat c;0 les of methods used to find for

mple, " "direct application," "friends and relatives," "private employment

service," or "school counseling service. "" It is generally up to the respon-

dent to determine whether or not a particular t gory played any-part in his

effort. Given this methodological background, we.know only a limited number

of facts.

There are two major empirical sou :=4 of descriptive information about

job - finding --a 1973 Current Population Survey with a job-search self-

administered questionnaire appended to it (U.S. Department of Labor, 1975);

and the longitudinal survey of labor force behavior conducted by the Depart-

ment of Labor, the Parries survey (for job-finding information specifically,

see Saunders, 1974). Both of these report that although "direct application"

was the method most frequently used to look for work, younger people were

e likely to 1.1-'e "friends and relatives" than they were to claim "direct

application" as a method used. Also, overall, blacks are slightly more

likely to use informal personal contacts to look for jobs than are whites,

according to these surveys. Mud, of the racial differences, though, can

be accounted for by occupational differences - -blue collar and service jobs

are more often filled by people who said they found their job through friends
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or relatives than are white- collar jobs (U.S. Department of labor, 1975;

'Table C-2).

The category of "friends and relatives" was analyzed intensively by

and Sociologist Mark Granovetter in an in-depth study of the job-finding

process in a small sample of professional and managerial men in the Boston

area (Granovetter, 1974). Granovetter's influential work emphasized a number

of points about personal networks and their place in the allocation of jobs.

First, he found for hi sample that men who obtained jobs through the

information or the personal intervention of friends obtained better jobs

than those people who used only formal sources of recruitment like employ-

ment agencies or who directly applied to an ploy without any suggestion

from a personal source. By better, Granovetter meant jobs that paid more

and that these were jobs nen were more satisfied with, expected to remain

longer employed, and so oft.

Secondly, Granovetter suggested that the acquaintance networks most

likely to yield jobs were those that were loose -knit networks of "weak ties"

rather than strong ones. In other words, people who knew a wide variety of

other people (who did not necessarily know one an th r ) and people who had

personal associations with individuals whom they might see only on a rare

occasion were the job-seekers most likely to be able o use their networks

in btaining their job.

Information about jobs, in other words,

one is able to tap into diverse information networks the more likely one

will happen upon a job opening in one of these many networks that happens

to arise at the time one is looking for work. Similarly, interpersonal

networks of former work associates are more useful, according to Granovetter,

idely diffused and the more

than are close family rnenbei since they are apt to be in information



situations more appropriate to the job-hunter's immediate needs and, again,

in a wider variety of such situations,

novetter's work made a strong case for the value of interpersonal

networks, but it is a theory tested on a relatively unique class of people--

people whose personal networks may allow them to tie in to the hiring

process at a fairly influential level. One might expect, on the other hand,

that, in general, people's friendships, regardless of how "non-overlapping"

they may be, may be just as excluded from significant amounts of jcb-

relevant information as the job-seeker himself, As a matter of fact, people

who rely on friends with little resources themselves may unnecessarily

restrict their own job possibilities to the less imaginative alternatives.

By ignoring those techniques that might require pioneering into new parts

f the _rop I tan area, different kinds of jobs, talking to agencies

employers who seem distant, or employers who rarely employed "people like

themselves," they may end up with a job of 1- -er quality than if they had

broadened their search.

One national retrospective study has mpted to study whether job-

finding by personal networks led to better jobs than the use of formal or

direct techniques. Ornstein reported for separate urge national samples of

white and black men (horn between 1929 and 1938) that formal and direct

methods were in fact better methods, than was the use of personal

contacts. This was more clearly so for whites than for blacks, but the result

held with many background variables such as parental socio-economic status

and educational attainment held constant (Ornstein, 1976).

On the other hand, even such multivariate techniques as Ornstein employed

cannot control on the intangible differences between job-seekers using

various methods. It say be, for example, that persons who find their jobs

14
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through friefriendsnds have somewhat less confidence in themselves than those who use

more direct methods or formal channels and could not obtained a job using

other methods anyway.

Moreover, it seems unlikely that formal methods or personal ne

or any other classification would prove to be uniformly superior to other

methods for all situations, for all combinations -of personal attributes and

labor market conditions. Clearly, it does seem likely that personal networks

with less resources may be inferior not only to personal networks with

greater resources, but to methods for the same individuals that would expose

them to a wider ty of job-relevant information.

Even Granovette concept of the significance of "weak -.tie" net k$

may be situation- specific: As Ericksen and Yancey point out in their study

of the consequences of using personal networks among a heterogeneous sample

in Philadelphia, for people with fewer marketable credentials what may be

more important than the breadth of the personal network is the commitment

and motivation of close friends and family relationships to expend a great

deal of effort on the job-seeker's behalf. They found, in opposition to

Granovetter, that people with strong ties _1)
pie who -heir relations

and friends most often) and with connected networks (whose friends knew one

another) were nere apt to obtain their currrent job by personal networks than

were those with weaker ties and non-connected networks (Ericksen and Yancy,

1976). In other words, what may be p taut for most people is not the

extent of job-inform ion networks into which they may be tied, but the

effort and co of the people they do know in helping them find a

job. This may be particularly true for young people, who are most likely

to get help from relatives; and possibly for blacks as well.



Personal Network ess and Racial Differences in Employment

I would like to return new to the topic we left some time ago: to

extent inadequate information networks per se may account for the rela-

tive inability of young blacks to find employment,

The value of personal networks forfora group of lrtdividuals is a function

wo factors: ( ) the job-relevant resources held by persons in those

networks- primarily information about and influence in the job market;

and (2) the quality of alternative search strategies that may be available.

The value for black youth of using personal networks is reduced because their

networks are so information- and influence-poor; but at the same time, the

value of the personal network job-search strategy is increased because many

other job- search channels also have many disadvantages.

Most black youth suffer, first of all, because social class in America

plays such an important role in the opportunity structure. White youth

from backgrounds of limited advantage--although there are proportionately

fewer of them--also lack the job-contacts and information-orientations of

youth from homes of greater material wealth. But beyond this, black youth

have fewer informational resources because our social networks are so

race-segregated.

From studies of the stratification system such as n k ' (1972) analysts

of eccupatinual mobility and Farley's (1977) examination of social -class

residential segregation, tt is apparent that white youth from poorer circum-

stances are likely to have friends, relatives, and contacts from prior jobs

that cross class boundaries. But this is not so for blacks. Completely

apart from class, it is clear that we have much within-class segregation in

employment, housing, and schooling. C mbined with the lower level of job

resources in the black community, the racial segregation that exists erects

further barriers against informational opportunities reaching the largest
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majo,Ity of blak ycpiths _i.n search of einploycnc nt, What might happen if black

job-seekers' prior e nc-n had incl. lod whites as colleagues can be shown

by the work of Crain (1970) . Crain studied black adults who had attended

desegregated schools in Northern cities (prior to 1954) and compared their

later ca s with blacks sho had attended predominantly black schools in

tho3e cities, He found that blacks who had attended desegregated schools

more likely to be holding jobs in occupations that traditionally had

had few blacks. This was true even -:ontrolliag on t4e ge --al soe o- econoin

level of the occupation,

The Effectiveness of Different Job-Findin Methods: Some Data

Since school desegregation has progressed only minimally since Crain's

respondents mere in school, most young black job-seekers may

black friends an

still have only

111 may have little inside information about where good

jobs may be had. Yet wha other

and hots useful are these alters

A self-administered quest

who began their

search at gies are available to them,

y event?

the job-search methods of people

rent job Lu the previous year was included in the Cen

Bureau's January, 1973, monthly Current Population Survey. Among other data,

this file contains information on the method the respondents judged most

helpful (most useful) finding his or he.r current job. The hourly wages

and occupational characteristics of the current job of the sample can also

be compared with the hourly wages and occupational level of the immediately

preceding job, if any, to whether the job search led to an improvement

in these two aspects aof employment. I will discuss only the data for job-

finders aged t6 to 24, wh© constitute about half of the survey sample.

Table 1 shows tine methods that the black and white youth under age 25

felt were most helpful to them in obtaining their current b Remember,

this file contains info ma only ©n successful job-seekers. Also, the
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categories used here are mutually exclusive according to the enpha

placed on the search-process by the respondent and not cording to the

degree to which porsonal nett_ ks would be judged by an outside observer

as the most significant factor leading to the new job,

I have grouped the methods into three categories; first, those that

necessarily involve a personal contact such as a friend nr relative; secondly,

those involving the use of a formal ntermediary. For these, conversations

with friends and associates may have been responsible for leading the job-

seeker tso this source, but the respondent, in any event, considered the formal

agency to be most operative factor in his obtaining the job. The third

group includes the methods of direct application and responding to classified

advertisements, methods which are least likely to imply a significant involve-

meat of social networks in the choices that Were made. (It is clearly possible,

however, that a friend's suggestion to apply at a particular employer was more

significant in the overall job - finding process than the respondent gave credit

for.)

Two major racial differences stand out. A much higher proportion of

bl 1 youth than of whites found certain of the formal intermediaries most

useful in their recent job hunt. This group includes public employment

a,ge cies; community organizations such as the Urban League and welfare

agencies (and presl ably others although only these two were mentioned in

the questionnaire form); and taking a civil service testor filing an

As I suggestedapplication for a federa State, or local governme

earlier, agencies such as these, en having a heavily black staff themselves,

in many cities have a reputation for being approachable by blacks in need of

employment and for being successful in placing black people in jobs.

The other major racial difference in this table is that a much higher

proportion of white youth obtain their job by being offered one, without

6
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even taking an.y actions to find one' T1u is is perhaps the beat indication in

these data of the superiority of personal networks for young white job-

seeke s in comparison to young blacks. For such a job offer to occur, the

personal network must include,not necessarily nforrnit ion about job-openings,

but rather oust contain other individuals who themselves control the

right to make job offers. Young blacks are certainly much less in a position

to take advantage of these job contacts.

A third point should be noted from this table. Although the absolute

percentage differences are small hite youth are relatively more than twice

as likely as blacks to report private employment agencies useful for finding

their current job. This suggests that it is not necessarily that black youth

are most successful when appealing to formal institutions for assistance in

job-finding, but that the characteristics of the formal intermediary are

important as well.

Of all the methods presented to the respondents, more black youth say

that they got their job by walking in off the street and applying directly to

their employer than report any other method as the most helpful. It Wray

be asked, however, whether walking in off the street led to better lobs_ among

these job finders than did using other methods "successfully." Of course,

with a population with the high unemployment rates of young blacks, any job

may be a big step up Still, it may be useful to know among the

successful. job - seekers which methods led to jobs of higher income and other

indicators of job quality. Since it may he the case that different methods

are used by people with different "employabilities," we might ask this

question in a different way. flow much improvement over the respondent's

previous job did this job search method bring?

We can answer this question for our Current Population Survey sample

in as our outcorme variable the increase over the previous job in the
3
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hourly wage earned by the worker and the increase in the occupational

prestige score from last to present job. Table 2 shows these results

for white ani black youth. Since this table is based on youth with prior

job histories, the results apply to a more limited population than we con-

sidered in Table 1. About 237 of the blacks and 20% of the whites con-

sidered in the previous table are eliminated (in addition to those

excluded because of missing wage or prestige data).

Since the number of black youth surveyed here was limited in any

event, these reductions bring the number of blacks in Table 2 to under

200 cases. Statistically significant differences between blacks and

whites are noted. I shall try to limit my discussion to those differences

(black vs. black or black vs. white) that, if not significant, are at

least sizeable.

rst, although more young black job-finders claim to have used

direct methods for finding their job than any others, those who used the

method found jobs with lower mean occupational prestige than blacks who

used most other methods. Their prestige increment was not only negative

but also significantly worse than that of whites using the same job-

finding method. Wage increments, on the other hand, were even somewhat

better for blacks using direct methods than for blacks using some of the

other strategies.

Successful use of formal intermediaries resulted in the opposite

pattern: generally good increments to occupational prestige, but only

slight increases in the average hourly wage. Still, the prestige

increment for blacks was not as high as for whites using the same general

method. As we noted from Table 1, though, whites used a different nix;
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formal intermediaries than did blacks. This is likely to be one cause

the black -white difference in the efficacy of formal intermediaries,

although si=nce the number of cases is so small, it is hard to

(For example, whites who used public employment agencies fared no better

than did blacks using this source to find their job.)

Thus, direct methods and formal methods have ambiguous results: in

one respect they seem to have produced better jobs for blacks using them;

in the other respect they seem inferior to other methods. This is not

true for the other three categories of finding methods: for these

the earnings and prestige results were consistent.

Let us consider the use of friends as a primary job-finding method:

This method was associated with decreases of 2.7 points in prestige for

black youth. This was significantly inferior to the 3.1 point increment

gained by white youth using their friends. The mean wage gain for blacks

of 2 cents per hour was also much lower than for whites (36) and lower

than those for blacks using other methods as well.

Although friends were not useful job-finding contacts for black,

youth, their relatives were. Blacks using relatives gained 680 per hour

in wages over their previous job, in comparison to the 2c per hour gain

by blacks using friends. However, whites who used relatives made even

slightly greater gains than blacks. But the whites did not do significantly

better than whites who got jobs through their friends; whereas for black

youth, there was a large difference, along both earnings and prestige

dimensions.

Of all the methods used to obtain employment, the one was most

advantageous for blacks was the method of not looking for work at all!

That is, those blacks who were offered employment without going out to

21
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find it obtained jobs with the highest prestige increments and the second

highest earnings increments of the five categories.

For both prestige and earnings, the increments for blacks who were

offered their job by employer initiative was even higher than the incre-

ments to whites getting their job this way (4.6 vs. 3.1 prestige points

and 54c per hour vs. 280. Even greater racial differences in increments

show up in the sample of job- finders over age 25, again with blacks holding

the advantage.

In assessing results for their implications, we must remember

that we are not dealing here with an experimental design. That is,

may be that blacks offered a job by an employer would have obtained

prestige and earnings increments regardless of how they eventually found

their current job. Perhaps, in other words, they are more "employable."

And perhaps, as I ugg

them find employment may

ed earlier, black youth whose friends helped

have had an opportunity to find any work if

they had relied solely on other methods.

Such an explanation for these results would be consistent with data

indicating, for examp ie, that blacks using friends to get their current

job started off with fewer resources than other black youth; or that

blacks who were offered employment without a job search had more "quali

cations." Although we are dealing here with "weak tests of strong

hypotheses," we can report that the educational attainments of the job-

seekers finding jobs through different methods are not very different,

except for the greater educational attainments of youth using formal

intermediaries. In fact, the trends are opposite to the pattern pre-

dicted by the "differential attributes" hypothesis: blacks finding jobs

through friends started with greater educational attainments, on the

2
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average, than those who were offered their job by an employer without

their engaging in any job-search effort.

This suggests that the five groups of black job-finders distinguished

in Tables I and 2 differ more because of their access to different social

networks of varying job-related resources than because corresponding

differences in attributes or employability. Blacks who are known by

employers or who can be recruited by short chains of intermediaries in

whom the employer has great confidence are likely to experience greater

gains in occupational rewards than those whose search networks are limited

by the information -poor conditions of their friends. On the other hand,

black relatives, in spite of their generally limited job-finding resources,

are helpful as well. most cases they are older than the job-seekers'

"friends," and they have had more job experience and have had an oppor-

tunity to build up the trust of employers. But probably a greater part

of their success is due to their greater effort and interest in their

younger relative's e secu y-

to be useful for white youth as well.

§mETAajli±Concluaions

The Current Population Survey data which we have been examining in

these last pages may seem to have carried us somewhat afield from the

earlier discussion. The question raised at the start of the paper was

whether a partial explanation for the discrepancy between the employment

prospects of black and white youth can be found in (1) the sources of

information open to them, (2) the recruitment channels used by employers,

and (3) the means by which employers evaluate the worthiness of candidates

who become known to them. Against this explanation, primarily an

Recall that our data show relatives

23
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"opportunity structure" argument, we contrasted the point of view that

black and white youth bring with them to the job-hunt objectively differ

ent capacities to perform work for employers.

Much of the argument that the opportunity structure plays an important

role in the allocation of jobs to young people has been based on conjec-

tures combined with appeals to widely known easily presumed facts.

We have cited empirical literature where any has been available. And

finally, with respect to the effectiveness of job-finding methods for

black and white youth, we contributed slightly to our knowledge of

relevant facts.

But clearly, the answer' to the questions posed at the beginning

remain largely without empirical basis. We will not really know how

the social network of job-relevant information functions to allocate a

disproportionate share of youth employment to whites, or to what extent

black youth's lack of employer-respected references makes a difference,

until more detailed research is done in this area. The most detailed

data we have available about the job-finding process, on any large sample

of blacks and whites, simply does not contain the kind of information

about the job-allocation and job-search processes that we need

address the questions raised here.

The hypothesis, however, remains plausible. Obtaining a job requires

much more than having certain attributes like the ability to read and

write. It requires information about where, when, and how different

opportunities 's and are filled (and particularly for the b t"

jobs, since you have "hear early"); and it requires that one's

references and "sponsorship" impress the potential employer regarding the

attributes the employer deems important.

24
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Jobs are often found and vacancies filled by the informal networks

ong employers, their employees and business associates, and the friends

and relations of those intermediaries.o the extent that racial segre-

gation in housing, schooling, and employment continue to prevent young

blacks from having access to the information channels used to fill job-

vacancies and to the extent that employers continue to demand great

degrees of sponso- 114, for unknown black youth than for whites, the gap

between the employment prospects of white and black youth will remain.
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Figure 1 : Proportion of Males, 18-19 Years Old, Employed During an
Average Week, by Race, 1946-1977.
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Figure Proportion of Males, 16-17 Years Old, Employed During an
Average Week, by Race, 1948-1977.
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Figure Proportion of Females, 18-19 Years Old, Employed During an
Average Week, by Race, 1948-1.977.
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Figure 4: Proportion of Females, 16-17 Years Old, Employed During an
Average Week, by Race, 1948-1977.
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TABLE 1: METHODS MOST USEFUL FOR FINDING CURRENT JOB, PERSONS 16-24, BY RACE

Pe rs(2Lattworl s heavily im ied

Blacks Whites

Ratio of Black
to White

Proportons__
(N=231) (N=3272)

Offered a job without actually
looking (includes return to
prior job) 15.2% 24.8% 0.61

Friends and teachers 13.4 17.5 0.77

Relations 12.1 8.1 1.49

Use o_ formal intermediaries per-
sonal networks possibly channel
use)

Private employment agencies 1.7 3.9 0.44

Public employment service; commun-
ity organizations (Urban League,
etc.); Government test or applica-
tion form 15.2 4.0 3.80

School placement service

formal or personal intermediaries

4.3 3.5 1.23

Direct application to employer 26.8 25.7 1.04

Use of classified ads 6.9 8.1 0.85

Other methods most useful 4.3 4.5 0.96



TABLE 2: INCREASE IN MEAN PRESTIGE AND HOURLY EARNINGS FROM

PREVIOUS JOB, PERSONS 16-24, BY RACE

Moan Increase
in Prestige

Mean Increase in
Hourly Earnings

Blacks Whites Blacks Whites

Total, 5 Categories 0.6 3.4 35c 36c

(156) (2252) (160) (2409)

Offered Job 4.6 3.1 54r 28c

(25) (575) (25) (602)

*
Friends and Teachers -2.7 3.1 2c 36c

(27) (378) (19) (431)

Relatives 2.0 2.7 68c 77c

(15) (185) (16) (194)

Formal Intermediaries 2.1 5.5 14i, 39C

(38) (290) (42) (312)

Direct Ap14Jant Ads -1.2 3.1 43c 330

(156) (824) (58) (870)

black-white difference, p.05.
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